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Is Voicing a Privative Feature? 1
Young -mee Yu Cho
Stanford University

1. Introduction
A typology of voicing assimilation has been presented in Cho (1990a), whose result will

be summarized in section 2. Like many other marked assimilations, voicing assimilation is
characterized as spreading of only one value of the feature [voice]. The main body of this
paper will compare a privative theory of voicing with a binary theory.

It has often been noted that assimilation rules are natural rules since they are cross -
linguistically very common. It has also been observed that they are asymmetric in nature
(Schachter 1969, Schane 1972). For example, nasalization, palatalization, and assimilation of
coronals to noncoronals are extremely common but the reverse processes are not frequently
found in natural languages. On the other hand, voicing assimilation has been known to be
relatively free in choosing its propagating value. Whereas the other assimilation rules are
sensitive to the marked and the unmarked value of a given feature, assimilating a voiced
consonant to a voiceless consonant has been assumed to be as natural as the reverse process

(Anderson 1979, Mohanan (forthcoming)).
I have argued that voicing assimilation is no different in its asymmetry from the other

types of assimilation by demonstrating the need for two parameters and one universal delink-
ing rule. A universal typology emerges from the possible interaction among the values asso-
ciated with delinking and spreading parameters.

The following theoretical assumptions will be utilized throughout this paper. First, I
follow the standard assumption in Autosegmental Phonology that assimilation rules involve
not a change or a copy but a reassociation of the features. This operation of reassociation
called spreading is assumed to be the sole mechanism of assimilation rules (Goldsmith 1979,
Steriade 1982, Hayes 1986).

Second, I assume Underspecification Theory, which requires that some feature values be
unspecified in the underlying representation ( Kiparsky. 1982, Archangeli and Pulleyblank
(forthcoming)). Distinguishing different versions of Underspecification Theory will not be
relevant in the discussion since I will discuss whether voicing is universally a privative feature
or a binary opposition.

Third, I assume the principle of Structure Preservation (Kiparsky 1985, Borowsky 1986),
which is expressed in terms of constraints that apply in underlying representations and to
each stage in the derivation up to the level at. which they are turned off (usually in the
lexicon). Structure Preservation will be invoked to classify obstruents on the one hand, and
sonorants and the other redundantly voiced segments on the other.

Last, I translate the Classical Pra.guean conception of the relation between neutralization
and assimilation into the autosegmental framework, and assume that assimilation is always
feature- filling. All instances of the effect of feature - changing assimilation rules, then, are
the result of two independent rules of (1) delinking and (2) spreading (Poser 1982, Mascaró
1987).

lI would like to thank E. Bratt, M. Inman, P. Kiparsky, P. Kroeger, W. Leben, W. Poser, D. Steriade
and J. Stonham for many useful comments.
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2. Parameters of Voicing Assimilation
First, I propose that neutralization of [voice] which I will call Devoicing is one param-

eter that is needed independently of assimilation. There are three values for Devoicing:
coda -devoicing, cluster devoicing, and no devoicing, whose effects are clearly visible in some
languages when they are not coupled with assimilation. Following the standard assumption
in AP, I will formalize Devoicing as delinking of [voice] as shown in (la). More detailed
structural information will be needed for a particular instance of Devoicing such as in coda -

position, or before another obstruent.

(1) a. Devoicing as delinking b. Assimilation as spreading

C C C

#. _- --.I
[voice] [voice]

The second parameter in accounting for voicing assimilation is, of course, the spreading
parameter which determines whether or not there is assimilation, as formalized in (lb). Two
values, (+) and ( -), are assumed.

Given the two parameters and their associated values, a parametric theory of voicing
alternations predicts that languages will be classified into six types, all of which are indeed
attested as shown in (2). Universal Devoicing is not a parameter but a universal rule that is
imposed in all languages, but. I will discuss two languages (English and Swedish) to illustrate

its effect.
(2) Interactions of the two parameters

Spreading

Devoicing: coda -devoicing (1) Dutch, Catalan (2) German

cluster -devoicing (3) Serbo- Croatian (4) Kirghiz

no- devoicing (5) Ukrainian, Santee (6) Kannada

Universal Devoicing: all languages (e.g. English, Swedish)

2.1. Coda -Devoicing and [voice] Spreading
The first type is Dutch in which there is coda -devoicing, a.s shown by an alternation such

as kaas `cheese' -kazen `cheeses.' Also, voicing spreads as illustrated by an alternation such
as zaken `pockets'- zagdoek `hankerchief.'

What appears to be assimilation of [- voice] in kaspers `cheesepress' is reanalyzed as
delinking since an independent rule of coda -devoicing always feeds assimilation.

Aside from Dutch, Catalan has been analyzed as involving the same parameters as Dutch

(Mascar6 1987).

2.2. Co da-Devoicing without Spreading
Germa.n is minimally different from Dutch in selecting coda -delinking but not spreading,

so that heterogenously voiced clusters need not agree in voicing, as illustrated by such ex-
amples a.s Runtgang `round' and wekzam. 'transitable' (Vennema.n 1972, 1982, Ruba.ch 1990).

Such examples as liekst and raupi show that voicing is neutralized not only in word -final or
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syllable -final position but also in all syllable -coda positions. Rubach (1990) solves the long-

standing problem of apparent counterexamples to the coda -devoicing account by treating
syllabification rules as cyclic but coda -devoicing as postcyclic, thus explaining such apparent

counter -examples as Handlung, neblig and Begegnung.

2.3. Cluster -Devoicing and [voice] Spreading
There are languages in which clusters agree in voicing regardless of syllabification. For

this type of language I propose a value of cluster -delinking for the delinking parameter;
all the voice specifications are delinked in pre -obstruent position and the remaining voice

specification (i.e. the [voice] specification of the last obstruent) spreads, so that there is
voicing agreement in clusters.

Serbo- Croatian is one such language (Partridge 1964). As illustrated by such examples as
ropstavo `slavery' svadba `wedding', all members of an obstruent cluster take on the voicing
of the last obstruent. I propose Cluster - Devocing and [voice] spreading for the languages

that belong to this type. First, Cluster -Devoicing applies to any obstruent cluster iteratively
either from left to right or to right to left, resulting in delinking all the voice specifications
except from the rightmost consonant. Since sonorants are not. able to bear the feature
[voice] in the lexicon required by Structure Preservation, they are completely transparent
to voicing assimilation. After Cluster Devoicing, Spreading takes place from the remaining
[voice] specification to all the obstruents in a cluster.

Languages of this type include Sanskrit, Russian, Polish, Czech, Hungarian, Pengo and

Kol a.mi .

2.4. Cluster -Devoicing without Spreading
The next type of voicing alternation is a case in which there is voicing neutralization in

clusters but no spreading. Unlike German, languages of this type have a rule that devoices a
consonant before another consonant rather than in the coda position. Unlike Serbo- Croatian,
clusters do not agree in voicing after neutralization.

Such a language is Kirghiz (Hebert and Poppe 1963, Keating 1984). The voiced stops of

Kirghiz ( b. d and g) are described as being voiceless unaspirated medially adjacent to another
`voiced stop (as in abdan. `very' --> apdan), and finally after a. long or heavy- stressed vowel, -

but voiced elsewhere.' It is possible to conclude that Kirghiz does not have a. coda -devoicing

rule since voicing is not neutralized in the final position except. after certain vowels. Even
though Hebert. and Poppe do not specifically mention what happens when a voiced stop
is followed by a voiceless consonant, there seems to be no case in which an underlyingly
voiced stop is followed by a voiceless stop either morpheme -internally or across morpheme -

boundaries due to the nature of the productive allomorphy selection. This can be formulated
as a devoicing rule that applies in stop clusters.

Since languages that belong to this type select the minus value for the spreading pa-
rameter in direct contrast to Serbo- Croatian, voicing does not spread from the following
consonant, thus allowing clusters that do not agree in voicing.

'Also initially there is phonetic devoicing as in English. The [- voice] stops are described asbeing voiceless

aspirated initially, and voiceless unaspirated elsewhere. Keating proposes that some neutralization occurs
in clusters and finally after certain vowels. The phonetic voicing contrasts are an initial one of aspirated vs.
unaspirated stops, and a medial /final one of unaspirated vs. voiced stops.
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2.5. No Devoicing with Spreading
The fifth type is the case in which the 0 value is chosen for Devoicing but [+] for Spread.

There is no neutralization either in the coda or in the cluster but there is spreading, which

always results in spreading of the surface [+voice]. The Santee dialect of Dakota (Shaw 1980)
and Ukrainian (Humesky 1980) are two examples that belong to this type. In Ukrainian,
a voiceless obstruent always assimilates to a following voiced obstruent (as in borot + ba
`struggle' --> borodba), but a voiced consonant does not assimilate (as in vid + povidajte
`answer' -j vidpovidajte).

2.6. No Devoicing and No Spreading
The last type is exemplified in languages in which there is no devoicing or assimilation

in clusters. In some cases the obstruent clusters in question are not tautosyllabic (Kannada
and Tulu) and in the other cases tautosyllabic clusters are not affected if they observe the
well- formed sequencing of voicing, which will be discussed in the next subsection.

In both cases, a negative value of each parameter is chosen and nothing happens to
obstruent clusters. In Kannada. (Mahadevan 1968) and Tulu (Shankara 1967), clusters that
do not agree in voicing are always heterosyllabic. A voiced consonant can be either followed

or preceded by a voiceless consonant, as illustrated by such clusters as pg, td, cg, sd, kd, dp
and bt., bk, dk, dp, gt, gs.

2.7. Universal Delinking
The most difficult cases to be accounted for are English and Swedish, in which a voiced

consonant is believed to assimilate to a voiceless consonant bidirectionally. Unlike Ukranian
in which the preferred value is [- E-voice], in English and Swedish it has been assumed that if
one of the obstruents in the cluster is voiceless, the other also becomes voiceless, irrespective
of their relative temporal order.

I argue that voicing alternations in both languages should be attributed to a Universal
Delinking rule, rather than to a language -particular voicing spread. In English, there is a.
devoicing effect in level l; for some forms devoicing is obligatory (fifth) while other forms
exhibit dialectal variations (width). Following Mascaró (1987), I assume that the voicing
agreement in level 1 between the stern-final consonant and the voiceless suffix is essentially
different from that of the regular inflection and postlexical voicing. For one thing, while
some suffixes obligatorily trigger voicing agreement (fifth, left, cleft, lost), others do so only
in certain dialects (Kenyon and Knott 1953, Hayes 1984), as shown in such forms as width,

breadth, hundredth. If the voicing agreement were accomplished by a language- specific voicing
assimilation in which [- voice] spreads in a tautosyllabic cluster, as has been formulated by
Halle and Mohanan (1985), these forms, together with such words as svelt and midst would
remain exceptions to the rule. In fifth, the underlying y gets devoiced when the suffix -th is
attached, whereas the d in the hundredth is not affected by the rule.

In addition, there are two arguments which indicate that devoicing in level 1 is truly
morphologically governed. In the word fifty, there is no reason why the suffix -ty should
trigger voicing assimilation since the underlying y is not in the same syllable as the suffix-
initial t, but y still undergoes devoicing. Another potential argument is the fact that the
voiceless obstruent shows up also in non -assimilatory environments as in lose -loss and live -
life. If we assume that devoicing occurs not by assimilation but by some morphological
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conditioning, a natural explanation emerges. If we try, following Halle and Mohanan, to
collapse the level 1 devoicing effect with the exceptionless voicing agreement in inflectional
morphology, we are forced not only to allow exceptions to the devoicing rule but also to
seek a separate explanation for the appearance of a voiceless obstruent in non -assimilatory

environments.
Having established the possibility that the level -1 devoicing can be a morphologically

governed devoicing rather than triggered by voicelessness assimilation, I also account for
such voicing agreement as (phoned vs.. talked and Bob's vs. Pat's) not by assimilation but
by devoicing; this time, not morphologically governed but governed by a Universal delinking
rule. There may be several ways of handling the dependence of the voicing of the suffixal
obstruent on the voicing of the preceding segment, but I assume that the suffixal consonant
has an underlying voice specification and the specification is delinked due to a universal

rule.3
I will argue that when a voiced suffix is added to a stem that ends in a voiceless consonant,

the sequence (e.g. that -z, lap -z) creates a violation of the Universal Tautosyllabic Voicing

Constraint. The Universal Tautosyllabic Voicing Constraint is based on the observations of
Harms (1973) and Greenberg (1978). Harms argues that "the rule of progressive devoicing
[in English] commonly viewed as a. process of assimilation is a non -rule. Once voicing ceases

following the nucleus (vowel) of any syllable voicing can no longer resume in that same
syllable." He also observes that it is a. symmetric constraint.

Similarly, Greenberg, after investigating 104 languages, arrives at the conclusion that.
voicing agreement in syllable internal obstruent clusters is a strong tendency but there are
exceptions. The exceptions are of the type in which voicing is found closer to the nucleus.'
For example, there are a. few languages which allow an initial unvoiced + voiced sequence:
English, Santee, Swedish, Coeur d'a.lene ( /tgw -/ and /stgw -/) and Palaychi Karen ( /sz -/,
/fv -/, /kj -/). These clusters are well- formed since the consonant with the feature [voice] is
found closer to the nucleus than that without the [voice] specification. Similarly there are
final clusters with a. voiced member closer to the nucleus found in such languages as English,
Coeur d'alene (/-gwt/, /- gwts /) and Gilyak ( / -vf /).

I will formalize the Universal Tautosyllabic Voicing Constraint (UTVC) that voiced ob-
struents should be located closer to the syllable nucleus than voiceless obstruents, as a. rule

of Universal Delinking, as shown in (3).

(3) Universal Devoicing
Delete [voice] in the following configuration.

31t is also possible to assume, following Mascaró that the suffixal consonant is underspecified for [voice]

and that affixing creates a derived structure which allows spreading. The voicing value is determined by
spreading of [voice] from the previous segment., with spreading occurring after the default value of [voice] for
sonorants (including vowels) is filled in. Also, vowel insertion (as in places, heated) precedes spreading.

410 percent. of the initial systems contain unvoiced + voiced sequences, and 7 percent of the final systems
contain voiced + unvoiced sequences. On the other hand, there is less than 1 percent initial voiced + unvoiced
(mostly nasal+ voiceless obstruent), and around 2 percent of final unvoiced + voiced (mostly obstruent +
nasal). It can be shown that there is no single case that violates this generalization.
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C C

[+vo ice] [-voice]

syllable nucleus

(3) will not affect such English clusters as svelt, midst, width but it will apply to the
English inflectional endings. Voicing reversals in final obstruent clusters in such words as
/lapel -z /, /kis+d/ and /Pat+z/ are not permitted by the UTVC and the [voice] specification
has to be delinked from the suffix. There is an additional support for Universal Devoicing
in English. As illustrated in (4), /z/ in gazpacho can be syllabified either as the onset of
the second syllable or the coda of the first syllable.' When /z/ is syllabified as the onset of
the second syllable, as evidenced by a rule of vowel reduction in an open syllable (et -+ a),
it appears in the same syllable as the voiceless obstruent /p /, and thus has to devoice, as
dictated by Universal Devoicing.

(4) Universal Devoicing in ` gazpacho' in English
[gz- pacho] [ga- spacho] * [ga- zpacho]

Swedish has been analyzed in a similar fashion. Voicing agreement is obligatory only in
morphologically governed contexts. Later devoicing in clusters is not categorical and is a
purely phonetic effect. However, when a voiced suffix ( /d/ 'past participle') is added to a
voiceless stem as in köp `buy' + d -÷ köpt, it has to be devoiced (categorically) as dictated
by the UTVC.

3. Two Theories of Voicing
So far we have seen that languages (or different clusters in one language) are classified

into six types according to two parameters. I have presented all six types, thereby supporting
the parameters and their values argued to be present in Universal Grammar. It has been
argued that cross- linguistic variation in voicing that appears to be diverse, in fact, results
from choosing among a limited set of values associated with two parameters of neutraliza-
tion and assimilation, which are also well -motivated for the other types of assimilation (Cho
1990). The typology presented in this paper has been obtained by investigating such di-
verse language families as Indo- European (English, Swedish, German, Russian, Ukrainian,
Sanskrit); Finno -Ugric (Hungarian), Altaic (Kirghiz), Dakota (Santee), and Dravidian (Kan-
nada, Tulu), as well as numerous other language families discussed in Greenberg (1978).

It has also been shown that Tautosyllabic Devoicing is a universal rule that is imposed
everywhere in all languages, and its effects are clearly visible in the constraints on well- formed
syllables as well as in voicing alternations in English and Swedish. In the above typology it
was not crucial to decide whether the feature [voice] is privative or binary. In this section
I will compare two theories on the feature [voice] and point out some of the problems each
theory has to address.

Hester and Itó (1989) suggest that voicing is universally a privative feature. Insofar as
cross -linguistic voicing alternations can be accounted for without ever referring to the minus

51 owe this example to P. Kiparsky.
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value of [voice], an account which treats voicing as a privative feature is a more restrictive,
and thus, more desirable one.

The privative theory of voicing predicts that the feature [- voice] never plays a role in

phonology. Whereas the nonexistence of rules that insert or delete [- voice] can be handled
without much difficulty, most voicing assimilation rules have been formalized as spreading
either both [ voice] or one preferred value of the feature. I have reanalyzed the apparent
spreading of both values of [voice] or spreading of [- voice] as stemming from two independent
mechanisms: devoicing and spreading. What appears to be_symmetrical assimilation should._
be in fact analyzed as [ +voice] assimilation, followed by an independent delinking of [-I- voice].

3.1. The role of the feature [sonorant]
The first problem is how to distinguish potential participants from non -participants in

each theory. The distinctions shown in (5) are necessary.

(5) Natural Classes of Targets and Triggers
Devoicing triggers: obstruents
Devoicing targets: obstruents
Spreading triggers: voiced obstruents, sonorant C's, or all sonorants
Spreading targets: obstruents

In a theory where the feature [voice] denotes a binary opposition, it is easy to identify
obstruents as a class of segments that participate in voicing alternation, if one assumes
that all sonorants are redundantly voiced and do not normally participate in lexical voicing
alternation, enforced by Structure Preservation. Both Devoicing and Assimilation can be
characterized as taking place in consonants that bear a Laryngeal Node, as shown in (6).

(6) Devoicing and Spreading in a Binary Theory

X X X

l t I Root
$ l Laryngeal

[a voice] [a voice]

In a privative theory of voicing, on the other hand, voiceless obstruents and sonorants are
not differentiated within the Laryngeal Node since voiceless obstruents never bear the feature
[- voice]. The necessary distinction, then, has to be made in the root node where the infor-

mation on sonorancy is encoded, following McCarthy (1988). Devoicing and Assimilation

now have to be formulated as in (7).

(7) Devoicing and Spreading in a Privative Theory

X X X

[ -son] `. [ -son] Root
$ '%! Laryngeal

1 1

[voice] [voice]
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Upon comparing (6) and (7), one might think that the privative theory of voicing is more
complex in characterizing the natural classes of triggers and targets. However, when we look
at Universal Devoicing as formulated in (3) more carefully, we come to the conclusion that
there is a. need to refer to the feature [- sonorant] anyway.

At first glance, it seems possible to formulate Universal Devoicing either by using the
feature [voice] or by the feature [sonorant], as represented in (8) and (9).
(8) Universal Devoicing (Binary Theory)

X X

I. Root
Laryngeal

[ +voice] [- voice]

(9) Universal Devoicing (Privative Theory)

X X

[ -son] [ -son] Root

Laryngeal

[voice]

>syllable nucleus

>syllable nucleus

Given the fact t.ha_t. Universal Devoicing is an everywhere rule, we expect it. to apply
even at the stage in which sonorants are provided with voicing. In fact there are not a. few
languages (e.g. Japanese, Greek, Zoque) in which sonorants (all or some, depending on the
language) trigger voicing assimilation, thus arguing for the active role of voicing in sonorants.
Even at this level Ave need to distinguish between voiced obstruents and sonorants in order
to apply Universal Devoicing to obstruents but not to sonorants, and it seems that the only
way is through the use of the feature [sonorant]. Sonorants are not. subject to Universal
Devoicing, and the relative order between sonorants and obstruents is determined by the
sonority scale, which is needed on independent grounds. In this regard, the formulation in
(8) in which only the feature [voice] is mentioned in the rule is not approriate to isolate
obstruents. In short., even a binary theory has to refer to [- sonorant] as an essential part of
the structural description of Universal Devoicing.

Before we leave this section, let us examine the relationship between Universal Devoicing
that. governs the ta.utosyllabic obstruent clusters and the sonority scale that also governs
sequencing of consonants within a syllable. For instance, Selkirk (1982), Steriade (1982)
and Levin (1985), among others, include the feature [voice] as one of the features that play
a role in computing sonority (e.g. Greek (Steriade 1982)). Clements (1987) also assumes
that languages may include the features [continuant] and /or [voice] in their definition of
the sonority scale as a. marked option.' Zec (1988), on the other hand, argues that the

6It is not relevant here to discuss whether the universal sonority ranking should be derived from the major
class features or if it should be assumed to be a primitive entity in the grammar.
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only features relevant for sonority distinctions are the so- called stricture features such as
Sonorant], [consonantal], [approximant], and [continuant], but not [voice]. She excludes
the feature [voice] from the set of features related to sonority mainly on the ground that
the use of both of the features [continuant] and [voice] creates inter -language conflicts in
sonority ranking. She argues that language- specific modifications cannot create a situation
in which one segment, a, is more sonorous than the other segment, b, in one language and b is
more sonorous than a in another language. In order to have language- specific modifications
constrained properly and not to allow such conflicts as shown in (10), Zec argues against the
use of [voice] in deriving the sonority scale.
(10) Sonority Conflicts

Language A (the feature [continuant] is chosen for sonority)
t, d are less sonorous than s, z.
Language B (the feature [voice] is chosen for sonority)
t, s are less sonorous than d, z.
The fact that Universal Tautosyllabic Voicing Constraint holds in all languages provides

an additional argument for excluding [voice] from the sonority scale; some languages allow
onset clusters of the form [- voice]+[- Fvoice] but not [- voice]+[- voice] not because voiced
consonants are more sonorous than voiceless consonants, but because the latter is ill- formed
universally. The independence of Universal Tautosyllabic Voicing Constraint from the sonor-
ity scale confirms Zec's observation that not all sequencing constraints in syllabification are
due to sonority.

3.2. The status of "voiceless" sonorants The second problem is how to characterize
the so- called "voiceless' sonorants. In a binary theory, both values of the feature [voice]
can be implemented in obstruents and sonorants, whereas in a privative theory, there are no
segments which are marked with [- voice]. Mester and Itó (1989) proposed that all "voiceless"
sonorants are aspirated sonorants. The voiceless laterals in Klamath have been analyzed as
underlyingly aspirated by Clements (1985) on the basis of the phonemic patterning of the
language. Similarly, Mester and Itó analyze the Burmese voiceless aspirated sonorants as
aspirates since they pattern with the aspirated consonants in several processes. A similar
case can be made for Icelandic where devoicing of sonorants takes place in an exactly parallel
fashion to preaspiration in stop clusters, as exemplified in (11).
(11) Icelandic Sonorant Devoicing (Thráinsson 1978)

/ulpa/ `coat' [ulpa.] [ulpha] *[ulpha.] *[ulpa]

/feitt/ `fat' [ feiht] *[feihtha] *[feitta.]
If there is devoicing of sonorants or preaspiration of stops, then there has to be deaspira-

tion, which leads Thráinsson (1978) to an analysis which involves "moving the feature [ +s.g.]
from the stop" to the preceding sonorant or to the consonant slot.

Insofar as voiceless sonorants are better characterized as aspirated sonorants, a binary
theory has to come up with an explanation as to why there are no voiceless sonorants. One
could follow Stevens and Keyser (1989, 83) in assuming that "the feature [- Fsonorant] should
he defined in such a way that it is redundantly [+voice], since this definition can lead to a
well -defined and perceptually more reasonable acoustic correlate of the sonorant feature."
Even though it is evident that the features [ sonorant] and [voice] are linked together in the
sense that [ +son] is enhanced by [- +voice] while [ -son] is enhanced by [- voice], it still needs to
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be explained why sonorants cannot be voiceless, especially when one finds back unrounded
vowels in languages even though the features [back] and [round] are similarly related.

3. 3. On the interaction of final devoicing and phrasal assimilation
The third problem involves post -lexical voicing assimilation, which takes place only across

word -boundaries and is triggered also by redundantly voiced segments. There is variation
across languages, depending on such factors as the presence vs. absence of word -final de-
voicing, and the relative order between spreading and the other redundancy rules. In some
languages sonorant consonants pattern with voiced obstruents, and in other languages all
sonorant segments including vowels trigger voicing assimilation (Rice and Avery 1989). Yet
in other languages sonorants do not pattern with voiced obstruents. There are four types of
alternations, even though six types are expected, as shown in (12) and (13).

(12) Final Devoicing

Assimilation Triggers

1) voiced obst Russian Serbo- Crotian, Hungarian

2) voiced obst

sonorant C's Catalan NONE

3) voiced obst

all sonorants Sanskrit,.Polish NONE

(13) Examples of Phrasal Assimilation
a. Catalan (Mascaró 1987, Wheeler 1979)

to[t] [r]ic -+ to[dr]ic `all rich person'
se[t] [m]ans -+ se[dm]ans `seven hands'
fe[t] ana - fe[ta]na. *[feda.na.]

b. Sanskrit (Selkirk 1980, 'Whitney 1889)
sa[t] aha -f sa[da]ha `good day'
ta[t] namas -f ta[dn]amas 'that homage'

It is significant that redundantly voiced segments seem to trigger assimilation only when
a language has a rule of final devoicing. The fact that a language has a rule of final devoicing
does not mean that it has a rule of post -lexical voicing assimilation, but a rule of post -lexical
voicing assimilation cannot take place unless there is final devoicing. A dialectal study of
Ukrainian makes this point clearer. According to Zilyns'kyj (1979), the generalization is
that if a dialect has a rule of devoicing, then there is assimilation triggered by vowels and
sonorant consonants. If this is true, then it appears to be a case of the so- called `derived
environment effect', in that word -final neutralization creates the right environment for post -
lexical application of voicing assimilation. It appears that the typology in (12) ca.n be
explained on the basis of assimilation being sensitive to prior application of a rule.
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Another difference between a binary theory and a privative theory is noticeable here. In
a binary account, a rule of final devoicing delinks the Laryngeal Node, thus creating the
environment for the post -lexical application whereas in a privative account a rule of final
devoicing cannot apply to voiceless obstruents since they do not bear the Laryngeal Node,
as shown in (14a). In a privative account, a final voiced obstruent would undergo the rule
and would be subject to post -lexical assimilation whereas a final voiceless obstruent would
not undergo the devoicing rule since there is no laryngeal feature to be delinked, as shown
in (14b).

(14) Final Devoicing

a. X

Root

! Laryngeal

[a voice]

voiced /voiceless obst

binary theory

b. X

I. Root

$ Laryngeal

[voice]

C. X

I. Root

voiced obst voiceless obst

privative theory

The prediction of the privative account is not borne out by the facts since no language
seem to make a distinction between underlyingly voiced and voiceless obstruents in their
capacity to undergo the post- lexical voicing assimilation.

Even though it. seems, at this point, that a binary theory is better suited to account
for the close relationship between phrasal assimilation and final devoicing, the problem of
accounting for the Strict Cycle Condition effects in the postlexica.l phonology has to be
explored further in either theory. First of all, more languages should be studied to show that
the typology shown in (12) is a correct one. I leave this issue for further research.'

3.4. A case of asymmetric assimilation: Sanskrit
I present Sanskrit as a typical example in which what appears to he symmetrical assim-

ilation of [ voice] should be in fact reanalyzed as [ +voice] assimilation. First, it should be
observed that voiced or aspirated consonants are neutralized into their voiceless counterparts
in word -final position, as exemplified in (15).
(15) Sanskrit Word -final Neutralization (Whitney 1889, Selkirk 1980)

agnima.th -* agnimat `being near the fire'
suhrd -4 suhrt `friend'
budh -* bhut `wise'

Medially we encounter voiced consonants only when they are followed by a voiced con-
sonant as in the first example of (16). I attribute this voicing agreement to Voicing Assim-
ilation. Past literature also treats the sequences of voiceless consonants as resulting from
Voicing Assimilation (Selkirk 1980); i.e. in adsi, d assimilates to the following voiceless
consonant, resulting in atsi.

'Rice's (1990) attempt to derive the effect from extraprosodicit.y might be a solution; the languages with
post -lexical voicing assimilation treat their final consonant as being extra -syllabic.
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(16) Sanskrit Voicing Assimilation
ap +jah -+ abjah `born in water'
bodh +syate -4 bhotsyate `wakes up'
ad +si -+ atsi `eat' (2 -sg.)

I assume that assimilation is asymmetric and only [+voice] assimilates. A sequence of
voiceless consonants, then, results from choosing the cluster -devoicing value of the Devoicing
parameter. The apparent voicing agreement in a cluster is merely due to the surface effects of
two rules: one of voicing assimilation, and another of devoicing. When both of the consonants
are voiced, it is due to the voicing assimilation. When both of the consonants are voiceless,
it is due to the devoicing of the first consonant. In cases such as atsi, I claim that /d/ does
not assimilate to the following voiceless consonant but it undergoes the devoicing rule.

There is a. piece of positive evidence for ruling out voicelessness assimilation. That is,
there is evidence for [ +voice] spread but no evidence for [- voice] spread. Symmetric voicing
assimilation predicts the same representations for voiced and voiceless clusters (as in (17a
and c)), whereas asymmetric voicing assimilation predicts two different representations for
the two types of clusters ((17a. and b)).

(17) Representations of voiced and voiceless clusters

a. C\
/C

[+voice]

b. C C c.

[-voice] [-voice] [- voice]

Sanskrit has a rule -by which a. word -final fricative neutralizes into the visarga h. When a
word-final fricative undergoes place assimilation, either optional or obligatory (as in tataéca
and ya¢ pdpnaand shown in (1Sa. and b)) or voicing assimilation (as in manur gacchati of
(1Sc)) to the following word -initial segment, it. escapes the application of the neutralization
rule. Steriade (1982) attributes the non -application of the visarga rule to the fact that
assimilation rules create clusters with a. linked structure. This geminate integrity effect is
well documented in the literature (Haves 1986, Schein and Steriade 1986).

(1S) a.. Obligatory Coronal Assimilation
tatas ca `and then'
tatas ca
* tatah ca

b. Optional Place Assimilation
ya.s pápmaná `relative -pro sin'
ya¢ pá.pmaná.
yah pápmaná
* yas pápmaná

c. Obligatory Voicing Assimilation
manur gacchati ` the man goes'
manur gacchati

manuh gacchati

d. No Voicing Assimilation

nalas káma.n 'at will'
nalax káman
nalah ká.ma.n
* nalas káman
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* yas pápmaná.
* nalas kA-,man

Since the rule applies to a word -final fricative which is not linked to the following conso-

nant, it provides a test for choosing between (17b and c) for representing voiceless clusters.
As illustrated in (1Sd) a word -final /s/ has to change into h when it is followed by a voiceless

segment, which argues for the non -application of voicing assimilation in voiceless clusters.
The asymmetry between voiced and voiceless fricatives is naturally accounted for by

assuming that [- hvoice] spreads but [- voice] does not: i.e., by assuming (17a) for voiced

clusters and (17b) for voiceless clusters.
The fact illustrated by Sanskrit that voicing assimilation is asymmetric does not in itself

argue for the privative theory of voicing since all assimilation rules have been observed to
be asymmetric. Even if voicing turns out to be a binary feature, a version of radical under -
specification can be employed to account for the asymmetric nature of voicing assimilation.

However, nothing further has to be said about the asymmetry in the privative theory.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, a typology of voicing assimilation proposed earlier can be shown to be

consistent with either a. binary theory or a privative theory of voicing. Overall a privative
theory makes the correct preditions and provides one with a more restrictive, hence more de-

sirable, grammar. I believe one could, and should, continue to assume [voice] to be privative

until one finds a language in which there is positive evidence such as in the form of geminate
integrity, that not only voiced clusters but also voiceless clusters have a linked structure as

shown in (l9b),

(19) a. C C b. C Cu V
[+voice] [-voice]
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